A. The following five conditions are equivalent. We now consider some other ways that one might have used to define the concept of ß-net spaces.
Definition 7. Let a be an ordinal number and ß a class of directed sets;
We now define the ath ß-net closure operator for a space X. It will be denoted by Sa or by S if the class ß is understood.
For each H C X define SQiH) = H and S JH) = \J\SßiH)\ß < a \ it a is a limit ordinal and S J.H) = SÂH) U ix e X I % is the convergent limit of an ß-net in S ÍH)\ where r is the immediate predecessor of a. If for each a" < m, the projection from IlSXa| a < aA onto V\X I a < aA is closed, then for each a0, the projection from X onto njXa| a < anj is closed. The hypothesis implies that the projection from Il{Za| a < cu! onto U{Z I a < a A is closed for each a. < m. By the above lemma, the projection from n{Za| a < ml onto Z is closed, i.e., 77 : X x Y -► Y is closed.
Thus X is ß-compact.
We now give a useful corollary to Theorem 2, and call attention to the fact that it reduces the question "When is the product of 720 7?2ore than m ß-compact, ß-neighborhood spaces again ß-compact?" to the question "When is the product of less than m ß-neighborhood spaces again an ß-neighborhood space?". License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
